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Abstract
We study the problem of computing shortest paths in so-called dense distance graphs.
Every planar graph G on n vertices can be partitioned into a set of O(n/r) edge-disjoint
regions (called an r-division) with O(r) vertices each, such that each region has O(
√
r)
vertices (called boundary vertices) in common with other regions. A dense distance graph
of a region is a complete graph containing all-pairs distances between its boundary nodes.
A dense distance graph of an r-division is the union of the O(n/r) dense distance graphs
of the individual pieces. Since the introduction of dense distance graphs by Fakcharoenphol
and Rao [6], computing single-source shortest paths in dense distance graphs has found
numerous applications in fundamental planar graph algorithms.
Fakcharoenphol and Rao [6] proposed an algorithm (later called FR-Dijkstra) for com-
puting single-source shortest paths in a dense distance graph in O
(
n√
r
log n log r
)
time. We
show an O
(
n√
r
(
log2 r
log2 log r
+ log n log r
))
time algorithm for this problem, which is the first
improvement to date over FR-Dijkstra for the important case when r is polynomial in n.
In this case, our algorithm is faster by a factor of O(log2 log n) and implies improved up-
per bounds for such planar graph problems as multiple-source multiple-sink maximum flow,
single-source all-sinks maximum flow, and (dynamic) exact distance oracles.
1 Introduction
Computing shortest paths and finding maximum flows are among the most basic graph optimiza-
tion problems. Still, even though a lot of effort has been made to construct efficient algorithms
for these problems, the known bounds for the most general versions are not known to be tight
yet. For general digraphs with real edge lengths, Bellman–Ford algorithm computes the shortest
path tree from a given vertex in O(nm) time, where n denotes the number of vertices and m is
the number of edges. This simple methods remains to be the best known strongly-polynomial
time bound, although some optimizations in the constant factor are known [2]. For the case
of non-negative edge lengths, Fredman and Tarjan’s [7] implementation of Dijkstra’s algorithm
achieves O(m + n log n) time. The maximum flow problem with real edge capacities can be
solved in O(nm) time as well [18], but here the algorithm is much more complex.
Finding a truly subquadratic algorithm assuming m = O(n) for either the single-source
shortest paths or the maximum flow seems to be very difficult. However, the situation changes
significantly if we restrict ourselves to planar digraphs, which constitute an important class of
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sparse graphs. In this regime the goal is to obtain linear or almost linear time complexity. A lin-
ear time algorithm for the single-source shortest path problem with non-negative edge lengths
was proposed by Henzinger et al. [9]. In their breakthrough paper, Fakcharoenphol and Rao
gave the first nearly-linear time algorithm for the case of real edge lengths [6]. Their algorithm
had O(n log3 n) time complexity. Although their upper bounds for single-source shortest paths
were eventually improved to O
(
n log
2 n
log logn
)
by Mozes and Wulff-Nilsen [17], the techniques in-
troduced in [6] proved very useful in obtaining not only nearly-linear time algorithms for other
static planar graph problems, but also first sublinear dynamic algorithms for shortest paths and
maximum flows.
A major contribution of Fakcharoenphol and Rao was introducing the dense distance graph.
For a planar digraph G partitioned into edge-disjoint regions G1, . . . , Gg, define a boundary of a
region ∂Gi to be the vertices of Gi shared with other regions. Let ∂G =
⋃
i ∂Gi. The boundary
of each weakly connected component of Gi can be assumed to lie on a constant number of
faces of Gi. A partition is called an r-division, if additionally g = O(n/r), |V (Gi)| = O(r) and
|∂Gi| = O(
√
r). The dense distance graph of a region is a complete digraph on ∂Gi with the
length of edge (u, v) equal to the length of the shortest path u → v in Gi. The dense distance
graph of G is the union of dense distance graphs of individual regions. Fakcharoenphol and
Rao showed how to compute the lengths of the shortest paths from s ∈ ∂G to all other vertices
of ∂G in O(
∑
i |∂Gi| log |∂Gi| log |∂G|) time, which is nearly-linear in the number of vertices
of this graph, as opposed to the number of edges, i.e., O(
∑
i |∂Gi|2). Their method is often
called the FR-Dijkstra. For an r-division, FR-Dijkstra runs in O
(
n√
r
log n log r
)
time. Based on
FR-Dijkstra, they also showed how to compute the dense distance graph itself in nearly-linear
time.
Following the work of Fakcharoenphol and Rao, dense distance graphs and FR-Dijkstra
have become important planar graph primitives and have been used to obtain faster algorithms
for numerous problems related to cuts (e.g. [5, 3, 10]), flows ([4, 14]) and computing exact
point-to-point distances ([6, 16]) in planar digraphs. FR-Dijkstra has also found applications
in algorithms for bounded-genus graphs, e.g., [3].
Although better algorithms (running in O(
∑
i |∂Gi| log |∂Gi|) time) have been proposed for
computing the dense distance graph itself ([10, 12]), the only improvement over FR-Dijkstra to
date is due to Mozes et al. ([15], manuscript). Using the methods of [9], they show that for
an r-division, the shortest paths in a dense distance graph can be found in O
(
n√
r
log2 r
)
time.
However, this does not improve over FR-Dijkstra in the case when r is polynomial in n, a case
which emerges in many applications.
In this paper we show an algorithm for computing single-source shortest paths in a dense
distance graph in O
(∑
i |∂(Gi)|
(
log2 |∂Gi|
log2 log |∂Gi| + log |∂G| log
 |∂Gi|
))
time (for any  ∈ (0, 1)),
which is faster than FR-Dijkstra in all cases. Specifically, in the case of an r-division with
r = poly(n), the algorithm runs in O
(
n√
r
log2 n
log2 logn
)
time. Our algorithm implies an improvement
by a factor of O(log2 log n) in the time complexity for a number of planar digraph problems
such as multiple-source multiple-sink maximum flows, maximum bipartite matching [4], single-
source all-sinks maximum flows [14], exact distance oracles [16], It also yields polylog-logarithmic
improvements to dynamic algorithms for both shortest paths and maximum flows [10, 11, 12].
However, for small values of r, such as r = polylog(n), our algorithm does not improve on
[15], as the O
(
n√
r
log n log r
)
term starts to dominate the overall complexity of our algorithm.
Dense distance graphs for r-divisions with r = polylog(n) have also found applications, most
notably in the O(n log log n) algorithm for minimum s, t-cut in undirected planar graphs [10].
However, computing shortest paths in a DDG is not a bottleneck in this case. For other
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applications of r-divisions with small r, consult [15].
Overview of the Result In order to obtain the speedup we use a subtle combination of
techniques. The problem of computing the single-source shortest paths in a dense distance
graphs is solved with an optimized implementation of Dijkstra’s algorithm. Since the vertices
of ∂Gi lie on O(1) faces of a planar digraph Gi, we can exploit the fact that many of the
shortest paths represented by the dense distance graph have to cross. Consequently, there is
no point in relaxing most of the edges of the dense distance graph of Gi. The edge-length
matrix of a dense distance graph on Gi can be partitioned into a constant number of so-called
staircase Monge matrices. A natural approach to restricting the number of edges of the dense
distance graph to be relaxed is to design a data structure reporting the column minima of a
certain staircase Monge matrix M in an online fashion. Specifically, the data structure has
to handle row activations intermixed with extractions of the column minima in non-decreasing
order. Once Dijkstra’s algorithm establishes the distance d(v) to some vertex v, the row of M
corresponding to v is activated and becomes available to the data structure. This row contains
values d(v) + `(v, w), where `(v, w) is the length of the edge (v, w) of the DDG. Alternatively,
a minimum in some column corresponding to v (in the revealed part of M) may be used by
Dijkstra’s algorithm to establish a new distance label d(v), even though not all rows ofM have
been revealed so far. In this case, we can guarantee that all the inactive rows of M contain
entries not smaller than d(v) and hence we can safely extract the column minimum of M.
We show how to use such a data structure to obtain an improved single-source shortest path
algorithm in Section 6. Such an approach was also used by Fakcharoenphol and Rao [6] and
Mozes et al. [15], who both dealt with staircase Monge matrices by using a recursive partition
into square Monge matrices, which are easier to handle. In particular, Fakcharoenphol and Rao
showed that a sequence of row activations and column minima extractions can be performed on
a m ×m square Monge matrix in O(m logm) time. The recursive partition assigns each row
and column to O(log |∂Gi|) square Monge matrices. As a result, the total time for handling all
the square matrices is O(|∂Gi| log2 |∂Gi|).
Our first component is a refined data structure for handling row activations and column
minima extractions on a rectangular Monge matrix, described in Section 3. We show a data
structure supporting any sequence of operations on a k × l matrix in O
(
k logmlog logm + l logm
)
total time, where m = max(k, l). In comparison to [6], we do not map all the columns to active
rows containing the current minima. Instead, the columns are assigned potential row sets of
bounded size that are guaranteed to contain the “currently optimal” rows. This relaxed notion
allows to remove the seemingly unavoidable binary search at the heart of [6] and instead use
the SMAWK algorithm [1] to split the potential row sets once they become too large. The
maintenance of a priority queue used for reporting the column minima in order is possible with
the recent efficient data structure supporting subrow minimum queries in Monge matrices [8]
and the usage of priority queues with O(1) time Decrease-Key operation [7].
The second step is to relax the requirements posed on a data structure handling rectangular
k × l Monge matrices. It is motivated by the following observation. Let ∆ > 0 be an integer.
Imagine we have found the minima of l/∆ evenly spread, pivot columns c1, . . . , cl/∆. Denote by
r1, . . . , rl/∆ the rows containing the corresponding minima. A well-known property of Monge
matrices implies that for any column c′ lying between ci and ci+1, we only have to look for a
minimum of c′ in rows ri, . . . , ri+1. Thus, the minima in the remaining columns can be found
in O(k∆ + l) total time. In Section 4 we show how to adapt this idea to an online setting that
fits our needs. The columns are partitioned into O(l/∆) blocks of size at most ∆. Each block
is conceptually contracted to a single column: an entry in row r is defined as the minimum in
row r over the contracted columns. For sufficiently small values of ∆, such a minimum can be
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computed in O(1) time using the data structure of [8]. Locating a block minimum can be seen
as an introduction of a new pivot column. We handle the block matrix with the data structure
of Section 3 and prove that the total time needed to correctly report all the column minima
is O
(
k logmlog logm + k∆ + l +
l
∆ logm
)
. In particular, for ∆ = log1−m, this bound becomes
O
(
k logmlog logm + l log
m
)
.
Finally, in Section 5 we exploit the asymmetry of per-row and per-column costs of the devel-
oped block data structure for rectangular matrices by using a different partition of a staircase
Monge matrix. Our partition is biased towards columns, i.e., the matrix is split into rectangular
(as opposed to square) Monge matrices, each with roughly poly-logarithmically more columns
than rows. Consequently, the total number of rows in these matrices is O
(
|∂Gi| log |∂Gi|log log |∂Gi|
)
,
whereas the total number of columns is only slightly larger, i.e., O
(|∂Gi| log1+ |∂Gi|). This
yields a data structure handling staircase Monge matrices in O
(
|∂Gi| log
2 |∂Gi|
log2 log |∂Gi|
)
total time.
Model of Computation We assume the standard word-RAM model with word size Ω(log n).
However, we stress that our algorithm works in the very general case of real edge lengths, i.e.,
we are only allowed to perform arithmetical operations on lengths and compare them.
Outline of the Paper We present our algorithm in a bottom-up manner: in Section 2
we introduce the terminology, while in Sections 3, 4 and 5 we develop the increasingly more
powerful data structures for reporting column minima in online Monge matrices. Each of these
data structures is used in a black-box manner in the following section. The improved algorithm
for computing single-source shortest paths in dense distance graph is discussed in detail in
Section 6. We describe the most important implications in Section 7.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Partitions of Planar Graphs and Dense Distance Graphs
Let G = (V,E) be a planar weighted digraph. Let E1, . . . , Eg be a partition of E into non-
empty, disjoint subsets. We define regions of G to be the induced subgraphs Gi = G[Ei]. The
boundary ∂Gi of a region Gi is defined to be the set of vertices of Gi that also belong to other
regions, i.e., ∂Gi = V (Gi) ∩ V (G[E \ Ei]). Let ∂G =
⋃g
i=1 ∂Gi.
A partition of G into regions G1, . . . , Gg is called a partition with few holes if for each i and
for each weakly connected component Gji of Gi, the vertices of ∂Gi lie on O(1) faces of G
j
i . A
hole is thus defined to be a face of Gi containing at least one vertex of ∂Gi.
For a partition of G with few holes, we denote by DDG(Gi) the dense distance graph of
a region Gi, which is defined to be a complete directed graph on vertices ∂Gi, such that the
weight of an edge (u, v) is equal to the length of the shortest path u → v in Gi. If the edge
lengths are non-negative, the dense distance graphs are typically computed using the multiple-
source shortest paths data structure of Klein [12]. This data structure allows us to preprocess
a plane graph G = (V,E) with a distinguished face F in O(n log n) time so that we can find
in O(log n) time the length of the shortest path u → v for any u ∈ F and v ∈ V . As the
boundary vertices in each component of Gi lie on O(1) faces, we can compute DDG(Gi) in
O((|V (Gi)|+ |∂Gi|2) log |V (Gi)|) time. DDG(G) is defined as
⋃g
i=1 DDG(Gi).
For r < n, an r-division of a planar graph G is a partition G1, . . . , Gg with few holes such
that g = O(n/r) while |V (Gi)| = O(r) and |∂Gi| = O(
√
r) for any i = 1, . . . , g. Klein et al. [13]
proved that for any triangulated and biconnected planar graph G and any r < n, an r-division
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can be computed in linear time. Given an r-division G1, . . . , Gg, DDG(G) can be thus computed
by computing the dense distance graph for each region separately in O(n log r) total time.
2.2 Matrices and Their Minima
In this paper we define a matrix to be a partial function M : R × C → R, where R (called
rows) and C (called columns) are some totally ordered finite sets. Set R = {r1, . . . , rk} and
C = {c1, . . . , cl}, where r1 ≤ . . . ≤ rk and c1 ≤ . . . ≤ cl. If for ri, rj ∈ R we have ri ≤ rj , we
also say that ri is (weakly) above rj and rj is (weakly) below ri. Similarly, when ci, cj we have
ci < cj , we say that ci is to the left of cj and cj is to the right of ci.
For some matrix M defined on rows R and columns C, for r ∈ R and c ∈ C we denote by
Mr,c an element of M. An element is the value of M on pair (r, c), if defined.
For R′ ⊆ R and C ′ ⊆ C we defineM(R′, C ′) to be a submatrix ofM. M(R′, C ′) is a partial
function on R′ × C ′ satisfying M(R′, C ′)r,c = Mr,c for any (r, c) ∈ R′ × C ′ such that Mr,c is
defined.
The minimum of a matrix min{M} is defined as the minimum value of the partial function
M. The column minimum of M in column c is defined as min{M(R, {c})}.
We call a matrix M rectangular if Mr,c is defined for every r ∈ R and c ∈ C. A matrix is
called staircase (flipped staircase) if |R| = |C| and Mri,cj is defined if and only if i ≤ j (i ≥ j
respectively).
Finally, a subrectangle of M is a rectangular matrix M({ra, . . . , rb}, {cx, . . . , cy}) for 1 ≤
a ≤ b ≤ k, 1 ≤ x ≤ y ≤ l. We define a subrow to be a subrectangle with a single row.
Given a matrix M and a function d : R→ R, we define the offset matrix off(M, d) to be a
matrixM′ such that for all r ∈ R, c ∈ C for whichMr,c is defined, we haveM′r,c =Mr,c+d(r).
2.3 Monge Matrices
We say that a matrix M with rows R and columns C is a Monge matrix, if for each r1, r2 ∈ R,
r1 ≤ r2 and c1, c2 ∈ C, c1 ≤ c2 such that all elementsMr1,c1 ,Mr1,c2 ,Mr2,c1 ,Mr2,r2 are defined,
the following Monge property holds
Mr2,c1 +Mr1,c2 ≤Mr1,c1 +Mr2,c2 .
Fact 1. Let M be a Monge matrix. For any R′ ⊆ R and C ′ ⊆ C, M(R′, C ′) is also a Monge
matrix.
Fact 2. Let M be a rectangular Monge matrix and assume R is partitioned into disjoint blocks
R = R1, . . . , Ra such that each Ri is a contiguous group of subsequent rows and each Ri is
above Ri+1. Assume also that the set C is partitioned into blocks C = C1, . . . , Cb so that Ci is
to the left of Ci+1. Then, a matrix M′ with rows R and columns C defined as
M′Ri,Cj = min{M(Ri, Cj)},
is also a Monge matrix.
Fact 3. Let M be a rectangular Monge matrix. Assume that for some c ∈ C and r ∈ R, Mr,c
is a column minimum of c. Then, for each column c− to the left of c, there exists a row r−
(weakly) below r, such that Mr−,c− is a column minimum of c−. Similarly, for each column c+
to the right of c, there exists a row r+ (weakly) above r, such thatMr+,c+ is a column minimum
of c+.
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Figure 1: Example 10 × 10 Monge matrices: a rectangular one to the left and a staircase one
to the right. The grey cells contain the column minima of the respective columns.
Fact 4. Let M be a rectangular Monge matrix. Let r ∈ R and C = {c1, . . . , cl}. The set of
columns Cr ∈ C having one of their column minima in row r is contiguous, that is either Cr = ∅
or Cr = {ca, . . . , cb} for some 1 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ l.
Remark 1. The statements of facts 3 and 4 could be simplified if we either assumed that the
column minima in the considered Monge matrices are unique or introduced some tie-breaking
rule. However, this would lead to a number of similar assumptions in terms of priority queue
keys and path lengths in the following sections which in turn would complicate the description.
Thus, we do not use any simplifying assumptions about the column minima.
Fact 5. Let M be a Monge matrix with rows R and let d : R → R. Then off(M, d) is also a
Monge matrix.
2.4 Data-Structural Prerequisites
Priority Queues We assume that priority queues store elements with real keys. A priority
queue H supports the following set of operations:
• Insert(e, k) – insert an element e with key k into H.
• Extract-Min() – delete an element e ∈ H with the smallest key and return e.
• Decrease-Key(e, k) – given an element e ∈ H, decrease key of e to k. If the current key
of e is smaller than k, do nothing.
• Min-Key() – return the smallest key in H.
Formally, we assume that each call Insert(e, k) also produces a “handle”, which can be later
used to point the call Decrease-Key to a place inside H, where e is being kept. In our
applications, the elements stored in a priority queue are always distinct and thus for brevity we
skip the details of using handles later on.
Fredman and Tarjan [7] showed a data structure called the Fibonacci heap, which can perform
Extract-Min in amortized O(log n) time and all the remaining operations in amortized O(1)
time. Here n is the current size of the queue. In the following sections, we assume that each
priority queue is implemented as a Fibonacci heap.
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Predecessor Searching Let S be some totally ordered set such that for any s ∈ S we can
compute the rank of s, i.e., the number |{y ≤ s : y ∈ S}|, in constant time. A dynamic
predecessor/successor data structure maintains a subset R of S and supports the following
operations:
• Insertion of some s ∈ S into R.
• Deletion of some s ∈ R.
• Pred(s) (Succ(s)) – for some s ∈ S, return the largest (smallest respectively) element r
of R such that r ≤ s (r ≥ s resp.).
Van Emde Boas [19] showed that using O(|S|) space we can perform each of these operations
in O(log log |S|) time. Whenever we use a dynamic predecessor/successor data structure in the
following sections, we assume the above bounds to hold.
3 Online Column Minima of a Rectangular Offset Monge Ma-
trix
LetM0 be a rectangular k× l Monge matrix. Let R = {r1, . . . , rk} and C = {c1, . . . , cl} be the
sets of rows and columns of M0, respectively. Set m = max(k, l).
Let d : R→ R be an offset function and setM = off(M0, d). By Fact 5,M is also a Monge
matrix. Our goal is to design a data structure capable of reporting the column minima ofM in
increasing order of their values. However, the function d is not entirely revealed beforehand, as
opposed to the matrixM0. There is an initially empty, growing set R¯ ⊆ R containing the rows
for which d(r) is known. Alternatively, R¯ can be seen as a set of “active” rows ofM which can
be accessed by the data structure. There is also a set C¯ ⊆ C containing the remaining columns
for which we have not reported the minima yet. Initially, C¯ = C and the set C¯ shrinks over
time. We also provide a mechanism to guarantee that the rows that have not been revealed do
not influence the smallest of the column minima of C¯.
The exact set of operations we support is the following:
• Init(R,C) – initialize the data structure and set R¯ = ∅, C¯ = C.
• Activate-Row(r), where r ∈ R \ R¯ – add r to the set R¯.
• Lower-Bound() – compute the number min{M(R¯, C¯)}. If R¯ = ∅ or C¯ = ∅, return ∞.
• Ensure-Bound-And-Get() – inform the data structure that we have
min{M(R \ R¯, C)} ≥ min{M(R¯, C¯)} = Lower-Bound(),
that is, the smallest element of M(R, C¯) does not depend on the values of M located in
rows R \ R¯. It is the responsibility of the user to guarantee that this condition is in fact
satisfied.
Such claim implies that for some column c ∈ C¯ we have min{M(R, {c})} = min{M(R¯, C¯)},
which in turn means that we are able to find the minimum element in column c. The
function returns any such c and removes it from the set C¯.
• Current-Min-Row(c), where c ∈ C – compute r, where r ∈ R¯ is a row such that
min{M(R¯, {c})} =Mr,c. If R¯ = ∅, return nil. Note that c is not necessarily in C¯.
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Additionally, we require Current-Min-Row to have the following property: once the
column c is moved out of C¯, Current-Min-Row(c) always returns the same row. More-
over, for c1, c2 ∈ C such that c1 < c2 we require
Current-Min-Row(c1) ≥ Current-Min-Row(c2).
Note that Activate-Row increases the size of R¯ and thus cannot be called more than k times.
Analogously, Ensure-Bound-And-Get decreases the size of C¯ so it cannot be called more
than l times. Actually, in order to reveal all the column minima with this data structure, the
operation Ensure-Bound-And-Get has to be called exactly l times.
3.1 The Components
The Subrow Minimum Query Data Structure Given r ∈ R¯ and a, b, 1 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ l, a
subrow minimum query S(r, a, b) computes a column c ∈ {ca, . . . , cb} such that
min{M({r}, {ca, . . . , cb})} =Mr,c.
We use the following theorem of Gawrychowski et al. [8].
Theorem 1 (Theorem 3. of [8]). Given a k × l rectangular Monge matrix M, a data struc-
ture of size O(l) can be constructed in O(l log k) time to answer subrow minimum queries in
O(log log (k + l)) time.
Recall thatM = off(M0, d). Adding the offset d(r) to all the elements in row r ofM0 does
not change the relative order of elements in row r. Hence, the answer to a subrow minimum
query S(r, a, b) in M is the same as the answer to S(r, a, b) in M0.
We build a data structure of Theorem 1 for M0 and assume that any subrow minimum
query in M can be answered in O(log logm) time.
The Column Groups The set C is internally partitioned into disjoint, contiguous column
groups C1, . . . , Cq (where C1 is the leftmost group and Cq is the rightmost), so that
⋃
i Ci = C.
As the groups constitute contiguous segments of columns, we can represent the partition with
a subset F ⊆ C containing the first columns of individual groups. Each group can be identified
with its leftmost column. We use a dynamic predecessor data structure for maintaining the set
F . The first column of the group containing column c can be thus found by calling F.Pred(c)
in O(log logm) time. Such representation also allows to split groups and merge neighboring
groups in O(log logm) time.
The Potential Row Sets For each Ci we store a set P (Ci) ⊆ R¯, called a potential row set.
Between consecutive operations, the potential row sets satisfy the following invariants:
P.1 For any c ∈ Ci there exists a row r ∈ P (Ci) such that min{M(R¯, {c})} =Mr,c.
P.2 The size of any set P (Ci) is less than 2α, where α is a parameter to be fixed later.
P.3 For any i < j and any ri ∈ P (Ci), rj ∈ P (Cj), we have ri ≥ rj .
As by Fact 1 M(R¯, C) is a Monge matrix, from Fact 3 it follows that invariant P.3 can be
indeed satisfied. By invariant P.3 we also have |P (Ci)∩P (Ci+1)| ≤ 1 and thus the sum of sizes of
sets P (Ci) is O(k+ l). The sets P (Ci) are stored as balanced binary search trees, sorted bottom
to top. Additionally, the union of sets P (Ci) is stored in a dynamic predecessor/successor data
structure U . We also have an auxiliary array last mapping each row r ∈ R¯ to the rightmost
column group Ci such that r ∈ P (Ci) (if such group exists).
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Lemma 1. An insertion or deletion of some r to P (Ci) (along with the update of the auxiliary
structures) can be performed in O(logα+ log logm) time.
Proof. The cost of updating the binary search tree is O(log |P (Ci)|) = O(logα), whereas up-
dating the predecessor structure U takes O(log logm) time. Updating the array last upon
insertion is trivial. When a row r is deleted and last[r] 6= Ci, last[r] does not have to be
updates. Otherwise, we check if r ∈ P (Ci−1) and set last[r] to either Ci−1 or nil.
Special Handling of Columns with Known Minima We require that for each column
c being moved out of C¯, a row yc such that min{M(R, c)} = Myc,c is computed. In order to
ensure that Current-Min-Row has the described deterministic behavior, we guarantee that
starting at the moment of deletion of c from C¯, there exists a group C consisting of a single
element c, such that P (C) = {yc}. Such groups are called done.
The Priority Queue A priority queue H contains an element c for each c ∈ C¯. The queue
H satisfies the following invariants.
H.1 For each c ∈ C¯, the key of c in H is greater than or equal to min{M(R¯, {c})}.
H.2 For each group Cj that is not done, there exists such column cj ∈ Cj that the key of cj in
H is equal to
min{M(R¯, {cj})} = min
{M (R¯, Cj)} .
Lemma 2. We can ensure that invariant H.2 is satisfied for a single group Cj in O(α log logm)
time.
Proof. We perform O(|P (Cj)|) = O(α) subrow minimum queries on M to compute for each
r ∈ P (Cj) some column c ∈ Cj such that Mr,c = min{M({r}, Cj)}. As each subrow minimum
query takes O(log logm) time, this takes O(α log logm) in total. For each computed c, we
decrease the key of c in H to Mr,c in O(1) time. Note that by invariant P.1, some Mr,c is in
fact equal to min{M(R¯, Cj)}.
We will maintain invariant H.1 implicitly, each time setting the key of a column c to either ∞
or some value Mr,c, where r ∈ R¯. Note that invariant H.2 guarantees that the key of the top
element of H is equal to min{M(R¯, C¯)}.
3.2 Implementing the Operations
Initialization First, we build the data structure of Theorem 1 in O(l logm) time. Then, an
element c with key ∞ is inserted into H for each c ∈ C. When the first row r is activated, we
create a single group C = C with P (C) = {r}. Using Lemma 2 we ensure that invariant H.2 is
satisfied.
Current-Min-Row The data structure F is used to identify the group C containing the
column c. If c ∈ C \ C¯, then the group c is done and we return the only element of P (C).
Otherwise, we spend O(|P (C)|) = O(α) time to find the topmost row of P (C) that contains a
minimum of c. By Fact 3 and invariant P.3, returning the topmost row of P (C) guarantees that
for c1 ≤ c2, Current-Min-Row(c1) ≥ Current-Min-Row(c2). The total running time is
thus O(α+ log logm).
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Lower-Bound, Ensure-Bound-And-Get Invariant H.2 guarantees that we have min{M(R¯, C¯)} =
min{M(R¯, {ci})} =Mr∗,ci = H.Min-Key(), where ci is the top element of H and r∗ is a row
returned by Current-Min-Row(ci). Thus, the operation Lower-Bound() can be executed
in O(1) time.
Let us now implement Ensure-Bound-And-Get. By the precondition of this call, we
conclude that Mr∗,ci = min{M(R, C¯)}. By invariant H.2, H.Extract-Min() returns the
column ci. With a single query to F , we find the current group of ci, C = {ca, . . . , ci, . . . , cb}.
First, we need to create a single-column group C∗ = {ci} and mark it done, with P (C∗) = {r∗}.
We thus split C into at most three groups C− = {ca, . . . , ci−1}, C∗ and C+ = {ci+1, . . . , cb}
and mark C∗ done. By Fact 3, we can safely set P (C−) = {r ∈ P (C) : r ≥ r∗} and P (C+) =
{r ∈ P (C) : r ≤ r∗}. The split of C requires O(1) operations on F , whereas by Lemma 1,
replacing the set P (C) with the sets P (C−), P (C∗), P (C+) takes O(α(log logm + logα)) time.
The last step is to fix the invariant H.2 for the newly created groups. This takes O(α log logm),
by Lemma 2. Thus, taking into account the O(logm) cost of performing H.Extract-Min,
Ensure-Bound-And-Get takes O(logm+ α(logα+ log logm)) time.
Before we describe how Activate-Row is implemented, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 3. LetM be a u×v rectangular Monge matrix with rows R = {r1, . . . , ru} and columns
C = {c1, . . . , cv}. For any i ∈ [1, u], in O
(
u log vlog u
)
time we can find such column cs ∈ C that:
1. Some minima of columns c1, . . . , cs lie in rows r1, . . . , ri.
2. Some minima of columns cs+1, . . . , cv lie in rows ri+1, . . . , ru.
Proof. Aggarwal et al. [1] proved the following theorem. The algorithm they found was nick-
named the SMAWK algorithm.
Theorem 2. One can compute the bottommost column minima of a rectangular k × l Monge
matrix in O(k + l) time.
If u ≥ v, we can find the column minima for each column of matrix M using the SMAWK
algorithm in O(u) time. Picking the right cs is straightforward in this case.
Assume u < v. We first pick a set C ′ = {c′1, . . . , c′u} of u evenly spread columns of C,
including the leftmost and the rightmost column. By Fact 1,M(R,C ′) is also a Monge matrix.
The SMAWK algorithm is then used to obtain the bottommost rows r′1, . . . , r′u containing the
column minima of c′1, . . . , c′u in O(u) time. By Fact 3 we have r′1 ≥ . . . ≥ r′u. We then find some
j such that r′j ≥ ri ≥ r′j+1. The sought column cs can now be found by proceeding recursively
on the matrix
M′ =M(R, {c′j , . . . , c′j+1}).
The matrix M′ has still u rows, but it has only O(v/u) columns.
At each recursive step we divide the size of the column set by Ω(u), so there are at most
logu v =
log v
log u steps. Each step takes O(u) time and hence we obtain the desired bound.
Activate-Row Assume we activate row r. At that point r /∈ P (Ci) for any group Ci. Our
goal is to reorganize the column groups and their potential row sets so that the conditions P.1,
P.2, P.3 and H.2 are again satisfied.
Consider some group Ci. Ci can fall into three categories.
C.1 For each c ∈ Ci we have Mr,c ≤ min{M(P (Ci), {c})}.
C.2 For some two columns c1, c2 ∈ Ci we have Mr,c1 < min{M(P (Ci), {c1})} and Mr,c2 >
min{M(P (Ci), {c2})}.
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C.3 For each c ∈ Ci we have Mr,c ≥ min{M(P (Ci), {c})}.
Fact 4 guarantees that row r contains column minima for a (possibly empty) interval of columns
of M(R¯ ∪ {r}, C). As the groups do not overlap, this implies that the groups in category C.1
form a (possibly empty) interval of groups Ca, . . . , Cb, while there are at most two category C.2
groups – Ca−1 and Cb+1, if they exist. The groups that are done, clearly fall into category C.3.
We can decide if Ci falls into category C.1 in O(|P (Ci)|) = O(α) time by looking only
at the leftmost and rightmost columns c−, c+ of Ci. Clearly, if for some r′ ∈ P (Ci) we have
Mr′,c− <Mr,c− or Mr′,c+ <Mr,c+ , Ci does not belong to C.1. Otherwise, by invariant P.1,
the row r contains some column minima of both columns c− and c+ of M(R¯ ∪ {r}, Ci) and
hence by Fact 4 it contains column minima for all columns of Ci. Moreover, if r is below all the
rows of P (Ci) or above all the rows of P (Ci), by looking only at the border columns of Ci, we
can precisely detect the category of Ci. As invariant P.3 holds before the activation of r, there
is at most one group C+− such that P (C+−) contains rows both above and below r.
We first find the rightmost group Ci such that for all r′ ∈ P (Ci) we have r′ > r. This can
be done in O(log logm) time by setting Ci = last(U.Succ(r)). By Fact 4, if there is any group
C′ in categories C.1 or C.2, then one of the groups Ci, Ci+1 also falls into C.1 or C.2. We may
thus find all groups Ca, . . . , Cb in category C.1 by moving both to the left and to the right of Ci.
The groups Ca, . . . , Cb are replaced with a single group C∗ spanning all their columns and P (C∗)
is set to {r}. If the group Ca−1 (Cb+1 resp.) exists, we insert r into P (Ca−1) (P (Cb+1)) only if
this group is either in fact C+− or is in category C.2. After such insertions, both invariants P.2
and P.3 may become violated.
Invariant P.3 can only be violated if the group existed C+− and was not in category C.1 and
also there exists some other group with r in its potential row set. Since it is impossible that r
was inserted into potential row sets of groups both to the left and to the right of C+− , suppose
wlog. that some C′ is to the right of C+− and r ∈ P (C′). In O(α) time we can check if r contains
the column minimum of the rightmost column of C+− ofM(R¯∪{r}, C+−). If so, by Facts 3 and 4,
we can delete from P (C+−) all the rows above r (recall that r contains a column minimum for
the leftmost column of C′). Otherwise, by Fact 4, we can safely delete r from P (C+−). Hence,
we fix invariant P.3 in O(α(log logm+ logα)) time.
Invariant P.2 is violated if |P (Ca−1)| = 2α or |P (Cb+1)| = 2α. In that case algorithm
of Lemma 3 is used to split group Cz, for z ∈ {a − 1, b + 1} into groups C′z, C′′z such that
|P (C′z)| = |P (C′′z )| = α.
We spend O(α(log logm + logα)) time on identifying, accessing and updating each group
that falls into categories C.2 or C.3. There are O(1) such groups, as discussed above. Also, by
Lemma 2, it takes O(α log logm) time to fix the invariant H.2 for (possibly split) groups Ca−1,
Cb+1 and C∗.
In order to bound the running time of the remaining steps, i.e., handling the groups of
category C.1 and splitting the groups that break the invariant P.2, we introduce two types of
credits for each element inserted into sets P (Ci):
• an O(log logm+ logα) identification credit,
• an O
(
logm
logα
)
splitting credit.
The identification credit is used to pay for successfully verifying that some group Ci falls
into category C.1 and deleting all the elements of P (Ci). Indeed, as discussed above, we spend
O(|P (Ci)|(log logm + logα)) time on this. As P (Ci) is not empty, we can charge the cost of
merging Ci with some other group to some arbitrary element of P (Ci). Recall that merging and
splitting groups takes O(log logm) time.
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Figure 2: Updating the column groups and the corresponding potential row sets after activating
row r. The rectangles conceptually show the potential row sets. The rows of R¯ that are not
contained in any potential row set are omitted in the picture. The dots represent the column
minima. Note that it might happen that P (Ci) contains rows both above and below r.
Finally, consider performing a split of P (Ci) of size 2α. As the sets P (Ci) only grow by
inserting single elements, there exist at least α elements of P (Ci) that never took part in any
split. We use the total O
(
α logmlogα
)
total credit of those elements to pay for the split.
To sum up, the time needed to perform k operations Activate-Row is
O
(
kα(log logm+ logα) + I(log logm+ logα+ logmlogα )
)
, where I is the total number of inser-
tions to the sets P (Ci). As Ensure-Bound-And-Get incurs O(l) insertions in total, I =
O(k + l). Setting α =
√
logm, we obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 4. Let M be a k × l offset Monge matrix. There exists a data structure supporting
Init in O(k + l logm) time, Lower-Bound in O(1) time and both Current-Min-Row and
Ensure-Bound-And-Get in O(logm) time. Additionally, any sequence of Activate-Row
operations is performed in O
(
(k + l) logmlog logm
)
total time, where m = max(k, l).
4 Online Column Minima of a Block Monge Matrix
Let M = off(M0, d), R, C, l, k,m be defined as in Section 3. In this section we consider the
problem of reporting the column minima of a rectangular offset Monge matrix, but in a slightly
different setting.
Again, we are given a fixed rectangular Monge matrix M0 and we also have an initially
empty, growing set of rows R¯ ⊆ R for which the offsets d(∗) are known. Let ∆ > 0 be an
integral parameter not larger than l. We partition C into a set B = {B1, . . . , Bb} of at most
dl/∆e blocks, each of size at most ∆. The columns in each Bi constitute a contiguous fragment
of c1, . . . , cl, and each block Bi is to the left of Bi+1. We also maintain a shrinking subset B¯ ⊆ B
containing the blocks Bi, such that the minima min{M(R,Bi)} are not yet known. More
formally, for each Bi ∈ B \ B¯, we have min{M(R,Bi)} = min{M(R¯, Bi)}. Initially B¯ = B.
For each column c not contained in any of the blocks of B¯, the data structure explicitly
maintains the current minimum, i.e., the value min{M(R¯, {c})}. Moreover, when some new
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row is activated, the user is notified for which columns of
⋃
(B \ B¯) the current minima have
changed.
For blocks B¯, the data structure only maintains the value min{M(R¯,⋃ B¯)}. Once the user
can guarantee that the value min{M(R,⋃ B¯)} does not depend on the “hidden” rows R \ R¯,
the data structure can move a block Bi ∈ B¯ such that min{M(R,
⋃ B¯)} = min{M(R¯, Bi)} out
of B¯ and make it possible to access the current minima in the columns of Bi.
More formally, we support the following set of operations:
• Init(R,C) – initialize the data structure.
• Activate-Row(r), where r ∈ R \ R¯ – add r to the set R¯.
• Block-Lower-Bound() – return min{M(R¯,⋃ B¯)}. If R¯ = ∅ or B¯ = ∅, return ∞.
• Block-Ensure-Bound() – tell the data structure that indeed
min{M(R \ R¯, C)} ≥ Block-Lower-Bound() = min{M(R¯, Bi)},
for some Bi ∈ B¯, i.e., the smallest element of M(R,
⋃ B¯) does not depend on the entries
of M located in rows R \ R¯. Again, it is the responsibility of the user to guarantee that
this condition is in fact satisfied.
As the minimum of M(R,Bi) can now be computed, Bi is removed from B¯.
• Current-Min(c), where c ∈ C – for c ∈ ⋃(B \ B¯), return the explicitly maintained
min{M(R¯, {c})}. For c ∈ ⋃ B¯, set Current-Min(c) =∞.
Additionally, the data structure provides an access to the queue Updates containing the
columns c ∈ ⋃(B \ B¯) such that the most recent call to either Activate-Row or
Block-Ensure-Bound resulted in a change (or an initialization, if c ∈ Bi and the last update
was Block-Ensure-Bound, which moved Bi out of B¯) of the value Current-Min(c).
Note that there can be at most k calls to Activate-Row and no more than dl/∆e calls to
Block-Ensure-Bound.
4.1 The Components
An Infrastructure for Short Subrow Minimum Queries In this section we assume that
for any r ∈ R and 1 ≤ a, b ≤ l, b− a+ 1 ≤ ∆, it is possible to compute an answer to a subrow
minimum query S(r, a, b) (see Section 3) on matrix M0 (equivalently: M) in constant time.
We call such a subrow minimum query short.
The Block Minima Matrix Define a k × b matrix M′ with rows R and columns B, such
that
M′ri,Bj = min{M({ri}, Bj)}.
As we assume that we can perform short subrow minima queries in O(1) time, and every block
spans at most ∆ columns, we can access the elements of M′ in constant time. Fact 2 implies
that M′ is also a rectangular Monge matrix.
We build the data structure of Section 3 for matrix M′. For brevity we identify the matrix
M′ with this data structure and write e.g. M′.Init() to denote the call to Init of the data
structure built upon M′. This data structure handles the blocks contained in B¯.
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The Exact Minima Array For each column c ∈ ⋃(B \ B¯), the value
cmin(c) = min{M(R¯, {c})}
is stored explicitly. The operation Current-Min(c) returns cmin(c).
Rows Containing the Block Minima For each Bj ∈ (B \ B¯) we store the value
yj =M′.Current-Min-Row(Bj).
Note that the data structure of Section 3 guarantees that for Bi, Bj ∈ (B \ B¯) such that i < j,
we have yi ≥ yj .
The set of defined yj ’s grows over time. We store this set in a dynamic predecessor/successor
data structure Y . We can thus perform insertions/deletions and Pred/Succ queries on a subset
of {1, 2, . . . , k} in O(log log k) = O(log logm) time.
We also have two auxiliary arrays first and last indexed with the rows of R. first(r)
(last(r)) contains the leftmost (rightmost respectively) block Bj such that yj = r. Updating
these arrays when B¯ shrinks is straightforward.
The Row Candidate Sets Two subsets D0 and D1 of R¯ are maintained. The set Dq for
q = 0, 1 contains the rows of R¯ that may still prove useful when computing the initial value
of cmin(c) for c ∈ ⋃{Bi : Bi ∈ B¯ ∧ i mod 2 = q}. For each such c, Dq contains a row r such
that min{M(R¯, {c})} = Mr,c. Note that adding any row from R¯ to Dq does not break this
invariant. The call Activate-Row(r) always adds the row r to both D0 and D1. The sets Dq
are stored in dynamic predecessor/successor data structures as well.
Remark 2. There is a subtle reason why we keep two row candidate sets D0, D1 responsible for
even and odd blocks respectively, instead of one. Being able to separate two neighboring blocks
of each group with a block from the other group will prove useful in an amortized analysis of the
operation Block-Ensure-Bound.
4.2 Implementing the Operations
Block-Ensure-Bound The preconditions of this operation ensure that it is valid to call
M′.Ensure-Bound-And-Get(), which in response returns some Bj . At this point we find the
row yj containing the minimum of M(R,Bj) using M′.Current-Min-Row(Bj). The data
structure Y and the arrays first and last are updated accordingly.
As the block Bj is moved out of B¯, we need to compute the initial values cmin(c) for c ∈ Bj .
Let y−j be the row returned by M′.Current-Min(Bj−1) if j > 0 and r1 otherwise. Similarly,
set y+j to be the row returned by M′.Current-Min(Bj+1) if j < b and rk otherwise. Clearly,
y−j ≥ yj ≥ y+j . First we prove that for each column c ∈ Bj , we have
min{M(R¯, {c})} = min{M(R¯ ∩ {y+j , . . . , y−j }, {c})},
that is, the search for the minimum in column c can be limited to rows y+j through y
−
j . By
the definition of M′, for some column cj ∈ Bj , the minimum M(R¯, {cj}) is located in row yj .
Now assume that c ∈ Bj is to the left of cj . By Fact 3, one minimum of M(R¯, {c}) is located
in the rows of R¯ (weakly) below yj . If j > 0, then for some column c−j ∈ Bj−1 one minimum
of M(R¯, {c−j }) is located in row y−j . By Fact 3, the minimum of M(R¯, {c}) is located in rows
(weakly) above y−j . Analogously we prove that for c ∈ Bj to the right of cj , the minimum is
located in rows y+j through yj .
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We first add the rows y−j , y
+
j to Dj mod 2. From the definition of set Dj mod 2, for each
column c ∈ Bj it suffices to only consider the elementsMr,c, where r ∈ Dj mod 2 ∩{y+j , . . . , y−j }
as potential minima in column c. All such rows r can be found with O(log logm) overhead
per row using predecessor search on Dj mod 2. Now we prove that after this step all such rows
r except of y−j and y
+
j can be safely removed from Dj mod 2. Indeed, let ck be a column in
some block Bk ∈ B¯ such that k ≡ j (mod 2) and k < j. In fact, we have k < j − 1. By
the Monge property, we have My−j ,ck +Mr,c−j ≤Mr,ck +My−j ,c−j . Also, from the definition of
y−j , My−j ,c−j ≤ Mr,c−j . If we had My−j ,ck > Mr,ck , that would lead to a contradiction. Thus,
My−j ,ck ≤Mr,ck , and removing r from Dj mod 2 does not break the invariant posed on Dj mod 2,
as y−j ∈ Dj mod 2. The proof of the case k > j is analogous.
Let us now bound the total time spent on updating values cmin(c) during the calls
Block-Ensure-Bound. For each column c ∈ Bj , all entries Mr,c, where r ∈ Dj mod 2 ∩
{y+j , . . . , y−j } are tried as potential column minima. Alternatively, we can say that for each
such row, we try to use it as a candidate for minima of O(∆) columns. However, only two of
these rows are not deleted from Dj mod 2 afterwards. If we assign a credit of ∆ to each row
inserted into Dj mod 2, this credits can be used to pay for considering all the rows except of
y−j and y
+
j . Thus, the total time spent on testing candidates for the minima over all calls to
Block-Ensure-Bound can be bounded by O
(
l
∆∆ + I∆
)
, where I is the number of insertions
to either D0 or D1. However, I can be easily seen to be O
(
k + l∆
)
and thus the total number of
candidates tried by Block-Ensure-Bound is O(k∆ + l). The total cost spent on maintaining
and traversing sets Dq is O
(
(I + l∆) log logm
)
= O
(
(k + l∆) log logm
)
.
Activate-Row Suppose we activate the row r ∈ R \ R¯. The first step is to call
M′.Activate-Row(r) and add r to sets D0 and D1. The introduction of the row r may
change the minima of some columns c ∈ ⋃(B \ B¯). We now prove that there can be at most
O(∆) changes. Recall that for each Bi ∈ B \ B¯, for some column ci ∈ Bi the minimum of
M(R, {ci}) is located in row yi. Note that r 6= yi, as r has just been activated. Let u be such
that yu > r. Then, for each block Bj ∈ B \ B¯, where j < u, Fact 3 implies that all the columns
of Bj have their minima in rows below yu (or exactly at yu) and thus the introduction of row
r does not affect their minima. Analogously, if yv < r, then the introduction of row r does not
affect columns in blocks to the right of Bv. Hence, r can only affect the exact minima in at
most two blocks: Bu, Bv, where u = last(Y.Succ(r)) and v = first(Y.Pred(r)). The blocks
can be found in O(log logm) time, whereas updating the values cmin(c) (along with pushing
them to the queue Updates) takes O(∆) time.
Let us bound the total running time of any sequence of operations Activate-Row and
Block-Ensure-Bound. By Lemma 4, the time spent on executing the data structure M′
operations is O
(
k logmlog logm +
l
∆ logm
)
whereas the time spent on maintaining the predecessor
structures and updating the column minima is O
(
k∆ + k log logm+ l + l∆ log logm
)
. The
following lemma follows.
Lemma 5. Let M = off(M0, d) be a k× l rectangular offset Monge matrix. Let ∆ be the block
size. Assume we can perform subrow minima queries spanning at most ∆ columns of M0 in
O(1) time. There exists a data structure supporting Init in O(k + l + l∆ logm) time and both
Block-Lower-Bound and Current-Min in O(1) time. Any sequence of Activate-Row
and Block-Ensure-Bound operations is performed in O
(
k
(
logm
log logm + ∆
)
+ l + l∆ logm
)
time, where m = max(k, l).
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5 Online Column Minima of a Staircase Offset Monge Matrix
In this section we show a data structure supporting a similar set of operations as in Section 3,
but in the case when the matrices M0 and M = off(M0, d) are staircase Monge matrices
with m rows R = {r1, . . . , rm} and m columns C = {c1, . . . , cm}. We still aim at reporting
the column minima of M, while the set R¯ of revealed rows is extended and new bounds on
min{M(R \ R¯, C)} are given.
In comparison to the data structure of Section 3, we loosen the conditions posed on the op-
erations Lower-Bound and Ensure-Bound-And-Get. Now, Lower-Bound might return
a value smaller than min{M(R¯, C¯)} and a single call to Ensure-Bound-And-Get might not
report any new column minimum at all. However, Ensure-Bound-And-Get can still only
be called if min{M(R \ R¯, C)} ≥ Lower-Bound() and the data structure we develop in this
section guarantees that a bounded number of calls to Ensure-Bound-And-Get suffices to
report all the column minima of M.
The exact set of operations we support is the following:
• Init(R,C) – initialize the data structure and set R¯ = ∅ and C¯ = C.
• Activate-Row(r), where r ∈ R \ R¯ – add r to the set R¯.
• Lower-Bound() – return a number v such that min{M(R¯, C¯)} ≥ v. If R¯ = ∅ or C¯ = ∅,
return ∞.
• Ensure-Bound-And-Get() – tell the data structure that we have
min{M(R \ R¯, C)} ≥ Lower-Bound().
As for previous data structures, it is the responsibility of the user to guarantee that this
condition is in fact satisfied.
With this knowledge, the data structure may report some column c ∈ C¯ such that
min{M(R, {c})} is known. However, it’s also valid to not report any new column mini-
mum (in such case nil is returned) and only change the known value of Lower-Bound().
• Current-Min(c), where c ∈ C – if c ∈ C \ C¯, return the known minimum in column c.
Otherwise, return ∞.
5.1 Partitioning a Staircase Matrix into Rectangular Matrices
Before we describe the data structure, we prove the following lemma on partitioning staircase
matrices into rectangular matrices.
Lemma 6. For any  ∈ (0, 1), a staircase matrix M with m rows and m columns can be
partitioned in O(m) time into O(m) non-overlapping rectangular matrices so that each row
appears in O
(
logm
log logm
)
matrices of the partition, whereas each column appears in O
(
log1+m
log logm
)
matrices of the partition.
Proof. Let  ∈ (0, 1) and set b = blogmc. For m > 1, we have b ≥ 1.
We first describe the partition for matrices M′ with m′ = bz rows {r′1, . . . , r′m′} and m′
columns {c′1, . . . , c′m′}, where z ≥ 0. Our partition will be recursive. If z = 0, thenM′ is a 1×1
matrix and our partition consists of a single element M′.
Assume z > 0. We partitionM′ into b staircase matricesM′s1 , . . . ,M′sb and b−1 rectangular
matrices M′r1 , . . . ,M′rb−1. For i = 1, . . . , b, we set the i-th staircase matrix to be
M′si =M′({r′(i−1)bz−1+1, . . . , r′ibz−1}, {c′(i−1)bz−1+1, . . . , c′ibz−1}),
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Figure 3: Schematic depiction of the biased partition used in Lemma 6.
whereas for j = 1, . . . , b− 1, the j-th rectangular matrix is defined as
M′ri =M′({r′(i−1)bz−1+1, . . . , r′ibz−1}, {c′ibz−1+1, . . . , c′m′}).
See Figure 3 for a schematic depiction of such partition.
Each of matrices M′si is of size bz−1 × bz−1 and is then partitioned recursively.
Let us now compute the value rowcnt(z) (colcnt(z)) defined as the maximum number of
matrices in partition that some given row (column resp.) of a staircase matrix M′ of size
bz × bz appears in. Clearly, on the topmost level of recursion, each row appears in exactly one
staircase matrix M′si and at most one rectangular matrix M′rj . Thus, we have rowcnt(0) = 1
and rowcnt(z + 1) ≤ rowcnt(z) + 1, which easily implies rowcnt(z) ≤ z + 1.
Each column appears in exactly one matrixM′si and no more than b−1 matricesM′rj . Hence,
we have colcnt(0) = 1 and colcnt(z + 1) ≤ colcnt(z) + b − 1. We thus conclude colcnt(z) ≤
zb− z + 1.
Analogously we can compute the value rectcnt(z) denoting the total number of rectangular
matrices in such recursive partition. We have rectcnt(0) = 1 and rectcnt(z+1) ≤ b·rectcnt(z)+
b− 1. An easy induction argument shows that rectcnt(z) ≤ 2bz − 1.
The partition for an arbitrary matrix M of m is obtained as follows. We find the smallest
y such that by ≥ m. We next find the recursive partition of matrix M∗ which is defined as
M padded so that it has by rows and by columns. The last step is to remove some number of
dummy rightmost columns and bottommost rows from each rectangular matrix of the partition.
Now, each row of M appears in at most
y + 1 = O(logbm) = O
(
logm
log b
)
= O
(
logm
 log logm
)
= O
(
logm
log logm
)
rectangular matrices of a partition. Each column of M appears in at most
yb− y + 1 ≤ yb+ 1 = O(b logbm) = O
(
b logm
log b
)
= O
(
log1+m
 log logm
)
= O
(
log1+m
log logm
)
matrices of the partition. The partition consists of at most 2by − 1 = O(m) rectangles. The
time needed to compute the row and column intervals constituting the rows and columns of the
individual matrices of the partition is O(rectcnt(y)) = O(m).
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5.2 The Data Structure Components
The Short Subrow Minimum Queries Infrastructure Let ∆ = dlog1−/2me. In order to
be able to use the data structure of Lemma 5 with block size ∆, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 7. The staircase Monge matrix M0 can be preprocessed in O(m∆ logm) time to allow
performing subrow minimum queries on M0 spanning at most ∆ columns in O(1) time.
Proof. We use the following result of [8].
Lemma 8 (Lemma 3. of [8]). Given a y × x rectangular Monge matrix M′, one can construct
in O(x log y) time an O(x)-space data structure supporting subrow minimum queries spanning
all columns of M′ in O(1) time, if x = O(log y).
Let q be the maximum integer such that 2q < ∆. For j ∈ [0, q] and i ∈ [1,m − 2j + 1], let
Mji =M({r1, . . . , ri}, {ci, . . . , ci+2j−1}), i.e.,Mji is a rectangular submatrix ofM with columns
{ci, . . . , ci+2j−1} and all rows that have values defined for these columns. By Fact 1, Mji is a
Monge matrix. For each Mji , we build a data structure of Lemma 8. This takes
O
 q∑
j=0
m−2j+1∑
i=1
2j logm
 = O
 q∑
j=0
2jm logm
 = O(2qm logm) = O(m∆ logm)
time. Now we show how to handle a subrow minimum query S(r, a, b) onM0, where b−a+1 ≤
∆. Let u be the greatest integer such that 2u ≤ b − a + 1. Then we can cover our subrow
minimum query with two possibly overlapping queries of length 2u. Hence, to answer S(r, a, b)
it is enough to find the minimum in row r in Mja and the minimum in row r in Mjb−2j+1 and
return the smaller one. By Lemma 8, this takes O(1) time.
The Partition M1, . . . ,Mq We partition the staircase Monge matrix M into O(m) rectan-
gular Monge matrices M1, . . . ,Mq such that each Mi is a subrectangle of M. By Lemma 6,
we can ensure that each row appears in O
(
logm
log logm
)
subrectangles and each column appears in
O
(
log1+/2m
log logm
)
subrectangles. Every element of M is covered by exactly one matrix Mi. For
each row r (column c) we compute the set Wr (W c respectively) of matrices of the partition in
which r (c resp.) appears.
We build the block data structure of Section 4 for each Mi. For each Mi we use the same
block size ∆. As each Mi is a subrectangle of M, Lemma 7 guarantees that we can perform
subrow minimum queries on Mi spanning at most ∆ columns in O(1) time. For brevity, we
identify the matrix Mi and its associated data structure. We use the dot notation to denote
operations acting on specific matrices, e.g. Mi.Init.
For each matrix Mi we use notation analogous as in previous sections: Ri and Ci are the
sets of rows and columns of Mi, respectively. Let ki = |Ri| and li = |Ci|. Denote by R¯i the set
of active rows of Mi. Recall that the blocks of the matrix Mi are partitioned into two sets B¯i
and Bi \B¯i. Denote by block(Mi) the submatrixMi(R¯i,
⋃ B¯i) and by exact(Mi) the submatrix
Mi(R¯i,
⋃
(Bi \ B¯i)).
The Priority Queue H The core of our data structure is a priority queue H. At any time,
H contains an element c for each column c ∈ C¯ and at most one element Mi for each matrix
Mi. Thus the size of H never exceeds O(m).
We maintain the following invariants after Init and each call Activate-Row or
Ensure-Bound-And-Get resulting in C¯ 6= ∅:
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H.1 For each c ∈ C¯, the key of c in H is equal to
min{Mi.Current-Min(c) :Mi ∈W c}.
H.2 For each Mi such that block(Mi) is not empty, the key of Mi in H is equal to
min{block(Mi)} =Mi.Block-Lower-Bound().
Lemma 9. Assume invariants H.1 and H.2 are satisfied. Then H.Min-Key() ≤M(R¯, C¯).
Proof. Let v = H.Min-Key(). Assume the contrary, that there exists an element Mr,c <
v, where r ∈ R¯ and c ∈ C¯. Let Mi be the rectangular Monge matrix containing element
Mr,c. If c ∈
⋃ B¯i, then v > Mr,c ≥ Mi.Block-Lower-Bound(). But then the key of
Mi in H is Mi.Block-Lower-Bound(), a contradiction. Similarly, if c ∈
⋃
(Bi \ B¯), then
Mi.Current-Min(c) ≤Mr,c < v, a contradiction.
5.3 Implementing the Operations
Initialization The procedure Init first builds the short subrow minimum query data structure
of Lemma 7. Then, the data structure of Lemma 5 is initialized for each Mi. The total time
needed to initialize these structures is thus
O
(
m∆ logm+ m
log1+/2m
log logm
+
m
∆
log2+/2m
log logm
)
= O
(
m log2−/2m
)
.
Next, Init inserts into the priority queue H an element c with key ∞ for each c ∈ C and an
element Mi with key ∞ for each matrix Mi. This takes additional O(m) time. Clearly, the
invariants H.1 and H.2 are satisfied immediately after the initialization.
Lower-Bound By Lemma 9, the value v = H.Min-Key() is a lower bound on the value
min{M(R¯, C¯)}. The function Lower-Bound returns v and thus works in O(1) time.
Activate-Row The call Activate-Row(r) may require changes to some keys of the entries of
H in order to satisfy invariants H.1 and H.2. However, the activation of r does not alter what the
functionsMi.Current-Min(c) orMi.Block-Lower-Bound() return for matricesMi /∈Wr.
For all Mi ∈ Wr we call Mi.Activate-Row(r). By Lemma 5, the columns cj of exact(Mi)
with changed minima can be read in linear time from Mi.Updates. If cj ∈ C¯ and the current
key of cj in H is greater thanMi.Current-Min(cj), we decrease key of cj in H. Analogously,
the call Activate-Row(r) can incur the change of Mi.Block-Lower-Bound() and thus we
may need to decrease the key of Mi in H. In both cases, as the operation H.Decrease-Key
runs in O(1) time, the time spent on decreasing keys in H is asymptotically no more than the
running time of Mi.Activate-Row(r),
Ensure-Bound-And-Get Let v = Lower-Bound() = H.Min-Key(). Recall that the pre-
condition of Ensure-Bound-And-Get requires min{M(R \ R¯, C¯)} ≥ min{M(R \ R¯, C)} ≥ v.
Also, min{M(R¯, C¯)} ≥ v, so we can conclude min{M(R, C¯)} ≥ v. We have two cases.
1. If the top element of H is a column c, then from invariant H.1 we know that c ∈ C¯ and for
some Mj ∈W c we have:
min{M(R, C¯)} ≥ v =Mj .Current-Min(c) ≥ min{M(R, {c})}.
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However, clearly min{M(R, {c})} ≥ min{M(R, C¯)}, so we conclude that the inequalities are
in fact equalities and v is indeed the minimum in column c. In that case c is returned by
Ensure-Bound-And-Get and c is removed from C¯. It can be easily verified that after calling
H.Extract-Min() invariants H.1 and H.2 still hold. This case arises at most once for each
column of C so the total cost of H.Extract-Min calls for all columns is O(m logm).
2. Now consider the case when the top element of H is a matrix Mi. In this case we return
nil and do not alter the set C¯. As Mi is a subrectangle of M, from the precondition we have
min{Mi(Ri \ R¯, Ci)} ≥ min{M(R \ R¯, C)} ≥ v = Mi.Block-Lower-Bound().
Hence, we can callMi.Block-Ensure-Bound(). Recall that this operation shrinks the set B¯i
and thus we need to update H so that the invariants H.1 and H.2 are satisfied. First we pop
the entry Mi from H with H.Extract-Min() in O(logm) time. Now, if B¯i 6= ∅, we once
again need to insert into H an element Mi with key Mi.Block-Lower-Bound() in order to
satisfy invariant H.2. To satisfy invariant H.1, we decrease key of each cj ∈ Mi.Updates to
Mi.Current-Min(cj), if appropriate. Again, as decreasing a key in H takes constant time,
the time spent on decreasing column keys is asymptotically the same as the cost of the recent
call to Mi.Block-Ensure-Bound.
A call to Mi.Block-Ensure-Bound can happen at most O(li/∆) times, so the addi-
tional time spent on H operations incurred by the calls to Mi.Block-Ensure-Bound is
O((li/∆) · logm). For the same reason, the call Ensure-Bound-And-Get returns nil at most
O (
∑
i li/∆) times. The total number of calls to Ensure-Bound-And-Get to compute all the
column minima of M is thus O (m+∑i li/∆) = O(m logm). The total cost of operations on
H that were not charged to Mi.Block-Ensure-Bound calls is O(m log1+m).
Let us now compute the total time spent in the calls Mi.Activate-Row and
Mi.Block-Ensure-Bound.
∑
i
O
(
ki
(
∆ +
logm
log logm
)
+ li +
li
∆
logm
)
= O
(
logm
log logm
∑
i
ki + log
/2m
∑
i
li
)
=
O
(
m
(
logm
log logm
)2
+m log1+m
)
= O
(
m
(
logm
log logm
)2)
.
Lemma 10. Let M = off(M0, d) be a m×m offset staircase Monge matrix and let  ∈ (0, 1).
There exists a data structure supporting Init in O
(
m log2−m
)
time and both Lower-Bound
and Current-Min in O(1) time. Any sequence of Activate-Row and
Ensure-Bound-And-Get operations can be performed in O
(
m
(
logm
log logm
)2)
time. All the
column minima are computed after O(m logm) calls to Ensure-Bound-And-Get.
Remark 3. Lemma 10 also holds for flipped staircase matrices.
Proof. A flipped staircase matrix M′ can be seen as a staircase matrix M with both the rows
and columns reversed. Each subrow minimum query onM′ translates easily into a single subrow
minimum query on M.
6 Single-Source Shortest Paths in Dense Distance Graphs
In this section we study the possibly most general instance of the problem of computing single-
source shortest paths in dense distance graphs, that fits all the most important applications.
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The overall structure of our algorithm resembles Dijkstra’s algorithm and is also similar to both
[6] and [15]. Nevertheless, we give a complete implementation and analysis.
Let G = (V,E) be a weighted planar digraph and let G1, . . . , Gg be some partition of G into
connected regions with few holes. Denote by Xi,j the vertices of ∂Gi lying on the j-th hole of
Gi, in clockwise order. Also assume that for each u, v ∈ ∂Gi there exists a path in Gi – each
region could be easily extended with bidirectional copies of edges of Gi with some very large
length so that we can tell if the path actually exists by only looking at the weight of the shortest
path.
The graph G, the partition G1, . . . , Gg and the dense distance graphs DDG(Gi) constitute
the „fixed input” of our problem. We are allowed to preprocess each DDG(Gi) once in time
asymptotically no more than the time used for construction of DDG(Gi). To the best of our
knowledge, in all known applications this time is no less than O((|V (Gi)|+ |∂Gi|2) log |V (Gi)|),
which is the running time of the method described in Section 2.1. Denote by DDG(Gi)[x, y] the
length of the shortest path x→ y in Gi.
Now, let P be some set of “outer” directed edges with both endpoints in ∂G, not necessarily
contained in E and not necessarily preserving the planarity of G. Denote by `(e) ∈ R the length
of edge e ∈ P . Also, let φ be a function ∂G → R, called a price function. We define reduced
lengths with respect to φ for both edges of P and distances in dense distance graphs.
• for (x, y) ∈ P let `φ((x, y)) = `((x, y)) + φ(x)− φ(y),
• for (x, y) ∈ ∂Gi × ∂Gi, let DDG(Gi)φ[x, y] = DDG(Gi)[x, y] + φ(x)− φ(y).
A price function is called feasible, if all the reduced lengths are non-negative. In all the relevant
applications we also assume that for each Gi we are given (as part of the „fixed” input) a feasible
price function φ0i .
Remark 4. In the flow-related applications ([4, 14]), graphs DDG(Gi) typically contain non-
negative lengths, and hence φ0i ≡ 0. The distance oracles ([11, 16]) typically handle negative
edges during their initialization. Actually, any algorithm following the original recursive ap-
proach of Fakcharoenphol and Rao [6] to construct dense distance graphs (and simultaneously
compute single-source shortest paths in the case of real edge lengths) can be extended to find the
feasible φ0i for each Gi.
Given the set P , the function `, a feasible φ and a vertex s ∈ ∂G, our goal is to design an
efficient subroutine computing the lengths of the shortest paths from s to all vertices of ∂G in
graph (∂G,P ) ∪ DDG(G), assuming edge-lengths reduced by φ. As the reduction of lengths
does not change the shortest paths, we can follow the general approach of Dijkstra’s algorithm,
which assumes non-negative edge lengths. However, our subroutine has to be robust enough
to not preprocess the entire graph DDG(G) each time the subroutine is called with different
parameters φ and P . We call this problem the single-source shortest paths in a dense distance
graph problem.
Such a subroutine has been used e.g. in an O(n log3 n) time algorithm of Borradaile et al.
[4], computing the multiple-source multiple-sink maximum flow in a directed planar graphs.
Their subroutine extends FR-Dijkstra [6] to work with reduced lengths for the case of a single-
region graph G with distinguished boundary vertices ∂G lying on a single face of G and a set of
“outer” edges P . The computation of the lengths of shortest paths from s ∈ ∂G to all vertices
of ∂G takes O(|∂G| log2 |∂G|+ |P | log |∂G|) time and is a bottleneck of their algorithm. In this
section we propose a more efficient implementation.
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6.1 The Algorithm
Lemma 11. Suppose a feasible price function φ0i for DDG(Gi) is given. The graph DDG(Gi)
can be decomposed into a set of O(1) (flipped) staircase Monge matrices Di of at most |∂Gi|
rows and columns. For each u, v ∈ ∂Gi we have:
• for each M∈ Di such that Mu,v is defined, Mu,v ≥ DDG(Gi)[u, v].
• there exists M∈ Di such that Mu,v is defined and Mu,v = DDG(Gi)[u, v].
The decomposition can be computed in O((|V (Gi)|+ |∂Gi|2) log |V (Gi)|) time.
Proof. Let h be the number of holes of Gi. We describe the set of (flipped) staircase Monge
matrices Di.
First, for the j-th hole we add to Di a staircase matrix Mj+ and a flipped staircase ma-
trixMj− with rows Xi,j and columns Xi,j . The order imposed on the rows and columns is the
clockwise order on the j-th hole. For u, v ∈ Xi,j , u ≤ v, we set Mj+u,v = DDG(Gi)φ[u, v]. For
u ≥ v, we set Mj−u,v = DDG(Gi)φ[u, v]. The matrices Mj+ and Mj− represent the distances
between the nodes of a single hole. We now prove that both Mj+ and Mj− are Monge. Let
v, x, y, z be some nodes of Xi,j in clockwise order.
Assume Mj+v,y +Mj+x,z <Mj+v,z +Mj+x,y, or, equivalently, DDG(Gi)[v, y] + DDG(Gi)[x, z] <
DDG(Gi)[v, z] + DDG(Gi)[x, y]. Recall that the matrix DDG(Gi) represents distances between
all pairs of vertices of ∂Gi in Gi. As the vertices of Xi,j lie on a single face of a planar graph
Gi, any path v → y in Gi has to cross each path x → z in Gi. Specifically, the shortest path
v
p1−→ y and the shortest path x p2−→ z have some common vertex u ∈ Gi. Thus, the total length
of paths v
p1−→ u p1−→ y and x p2−→ u p2−→ z is DDG(Gi)[v, y] + DDG(Gi)[x, z]. But the paths
v
p1−→ u p2−→ z and x p2−→ u p1−→ y also have the same total length and that length cannot be
less than DDG(Gi)[v, z] + DDG(Gi)[x, y]. This contradicts DDG(Gi)[v, y] + DDG(Gi)[x, z] <
DDG(Gi)[v, z] + DDG(Gi)[x, y] and thus proves that Mj+ is a staircase Monge matrix. The
proof that Mj− is a flipped staircase Monge matrix is analogous. Both Mj+ and Mj− are
computed in O(|∂Gi|2) time.
Now we describe the matrices of Di representing the distances between nodes lying on the j-
th hole and nodes on the k-th hole (for j 6= k). Mozes and Wulff-Nilsen ([17], Section 4.4) showed
that given the initial feasible price function φ0i , in O((|V (Gi)| + |∂Gi|2) log |V (Gi)|) time one
can compute two rectangular Monge matrices Mj,k,L and Mj,k,R, with rows Xi,j and columns
Xi,k, such that for each u ∈ Xi,j and v ∈ Xi,k we have DDG(Gi)[u, v] = min(Mj,k,Lu,v ,Mj,k,Ru,v )
(for more details about this construction, see also [11], Section 5.3). Each square Monge matrix
can be easily decomposed into a staircase Monge matrix and a flipped staircase Monge matrix.
A rectangular Monge matrix can be padded with either some number of copies of the last row
or some number of copies of the last column in order to make it square. Thus, for each pair
(k, l), k 6= l, we add to Di four (flipped) staircase Monge matrices. In total, the set Di has
2h+ 4h(h− 1) = O(1) staircase Monge matrices, each of size no more than |∂Gi| × |∂Gi|.
We use Lemma 11 to decompose DDG(Gi) into staircase Monge matrices. Now, given a price
function φ, for each region Gi we define the set of matrices D
φ
i . For eachM∈ Di we include in
Dφi a matrixMφ with the same rows and columns asM, such thatMφu,v =Mu,v+φ(u)−φ(v).
It is easy to notice that the terms φ(∗) do not influence the Monge property. We stress that
the set Dφi is not computed explicitly and the preprocessing of DDG(Gi) happens only once,
immediately after DDG(Gi) is created. Each entry of some matrix of D
φ
i can be obtained from
the entry of the corresponding matrix in Di in constant time.
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We now show how Dijkstra’s algorithm can be simulated on (∂G,P ) ∪ ⋃DDG(Gi)φ with
reduced lengths in order to compute lengths of shortest paths from the source vertex s ∈ ∂G to
∂G, using the data structure developed in Section 5.
Recall that Dijkstra’s algorithm run from the source s in graph G = (V,E) grows a set S
of visited vertices of V such that the lengths d(v) of the shortest paths s → v for v ∈ S are
already known. Initially S = {s} and we repeatedly choose a vertex y ∈ V \ S such that the
value z(y) = minx∈S{d(x) + `(x, y) : (x, y) ∈ E} is the smallest. y is then added to S with
d(y) = z(y). The vertices y ∈ V \ S are typically stored in a priority queue with keys z(y),
which allows to choose the best y efficiently.
Our implementation (see Algorithm 1) also maintains a growing subset S ⊆ ∂G of visited
vertices and the values d(x) for x ∈ S. We build a data structure of Lemma 10, for each matrix
in
⋃g
i=1Dφi . Dφi is an „offset” version of Dφi . For each matrixM∈ Dφi , there is a corresponding
offset matrix M′ = off(M, d) in Dφi with the same rows and columns. The row u of M ∈ Dφi
is activated (see Section 5) immediately once u is added to S. By Fact 5, the matrices of Dφi
are Monge matrices. The matrices Dφi are never stored explicitly. Each entry is computed from
the corresponding entry in Di, the price function φ and the array d in O(1) time every time it
is accessed.
We have a priority queue H storing an element x for each x ∈ ∂G\S. Denote by key(e) the
key of an element e ∈ H. Let Wr (W c respectively) be the set of all matrices of
⋃Dφi with row
r (column c). For some data structure M of Lemma 10, denote by C∗(M) the set of columns
of M, for which the minima have been already reported.
In our algorithm, we cannot afford to set key(y) for each y ∈ ∂G \ S to
z(y) = min
x∈S
{
min{d(x) + `φ(x, y) : (x, y) ∈ P}, min{Mx,y :M∈Wx ∩W y}
}
,
as would Dijkstra’s algorithm do. Instead, for y ∈ ∂G \ S, key(y) satisfies
key(y) = min
x∈S
{
min{d(x) + `φ(x, y) : (x, y) ∈ P}, min{Mx,y :M∈Wx, y ∈ C∗(M)}
}
,
We also add O(g) special elements {M :M∈ ⋃gi=1Dφi } to our priority queue H. At all times we
have key(M) =M.Lower-Bound(). We also ensure that for each x ∈ S, in every M ∈ Wx,
row x is activated.
The above invariants imply that for y ∈ ∂G \ S we have
z(y) ≥ min(key(y),min{M.Lower-Bound() :M∈W y}). (1)
Indeed, for each x ∈ S andM∈Wx such that y /∈ C∗(M), by the definition ofM.Lower-Bound,
we have min{Mx,y : y /∈ C∗(M)} ≥ M.Lower-Bound(). Also the definition of key(y) implies
that if key(y) 6=∞ then key(y) is the length of some s→ y path.
One can easily verify that the key invariants are satisfied before the first iteration of the
while loop in line 20.
Assume the element that gets extracted from H in line 22 is some vertex x ∈ ∂G \ S. We
need to prove that x has the least value z(x) among all vertices of ∂G\S and that z(x) = key(x).
As the keys of H include all keys key(y) where y ∈ ∂G \ S and all keys key(M) for the O(g)
data structures, for each y ∈ ∂G \ S we have z(y) ≥ key(x). But there actually exists a path
s → x of length key(x), so z(y) ≥ key(x) = z(x) and thus x has the minimal z(x) among all
vertices in ∂G \ S. Consequently, x can be safely added to S. The procedure Visit is used to
update the set S, the array d and all the keys of H affected by inserting x to S.
Otherwise, the element extracted from H is some data structure Z. We try to extract some
previously unknown column minimum of Z with the call Z.Ensure-Bound-And-Get(). In
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Algorithm 1 Pseudocode of our single-source shortest paths algorithm. The function
Dijkstra returns a vector d containing the lengths of the shortest paths from s to all other
vertices of ∂G. We assume that DDG(G) is preprocessed so that we can access the matrices of
sets D1, . . . , Dg.
1: function Dijkstra(P, `, φ, s)
2: Initialize the data structures of Lemma 10 for each M∈ ⋃iDφi .
3: H := empty priority queue
4: S := ∅
5: procedure Visit(x, val)
6: S := S ∪ {x}
7: d(x) := val
8: forM∈Wx do
9: M.Activate-Row(x)
10: H.Decrease-Key(M,M.Lower-Bound())
11: for (x, y) ∈ P do
12: if y /∈ S then
13: H.Decrease-Key(y, d(x) + `φ(x, y))
14: for x ∈ ∂G \ {s} do
15: d(x) =∞
16: H.Insert(x,∞)
17: forM∈ ⋃iDφi do
18: H.Insert(M,∞)
19: Visit(s, 0)
20: while S 6= ∂G and H.Min-Key() 6=∞ do
21: v := H.Min-Key()
22: Z := H.Extract-Min()
23: if Z is a vertex of ∂G then
24: Visit(Z, v)
25: else
26: x = Z.Ensure-Bound-And-Get()
27: if x 6= nil and x /∈ S then
28: H.Decrease-Key(x, Z.Current-Min(x))
29: H.Insert(Z,Z.Lower-Bound())
30: return d
order to do this, we need to guarantee that all the rows of Z that are not active at that point
contain only values not less than Z.Lower-Bound(). Notice that after each extraction of an
element with key v from H, we update some other keys in H to values not less than v. Thus,
each extracted element has key not less than the previously extracted elements. In particular,
we know that for each y ∈ ∂G \ S, d(y) ≥ Z.Lower-Bound(). For each M ∈ Wy, the values
in row y are not less than d(y) and indeed x = Z.Ensure-Bound-And-Get() can be called.
If x 6= nil, a column minimum of Z has been found and the key of x is updated. Finally, Z is
reinserted into H with the key equal to the new value of Z.Lower-Bound().
Let us now bound the running time of the function Dijkstra. By Lemma 10, the initializa-
tion along with any sequence of operations Activate-Row and Block-Ensure-Bound can
be performed on M∈ Dφi in O
(
|∂Gi|
(
log |∂Gi|
log log |∂Gi|
)2)
time.
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The time spent on extracting elements from H is O(I log |∂G|), where I is the number
of insertions into H. Clearly H never contains more than O(|∂G| + g) = O(|∂G|) elements.
Each vertex of ∂G is inserted into H at most once and, by Lemma 10, each data structure
M ∈ Dφi is inserted into H at most O(|∂Gi| log |∂Gi|) times before it reports all the column
minima. Hence, the total time spend on H.Extract-Min is O (log |∂G|∑i |∂Gi| log |∂G|).
The operation H.Decrease-Key takes constant time and thus we can neglect the calls to
H.Decrease-Key immediately after Activate-Row or Block-Lower-Bound. However,
there are also O(|P |) calls to H.Decrease-Key in line 13, which cannot be neglected this way.
Taking into account the preprocessing of Lemma 11, we conclude with the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Let  ∈ (0, 1). After preprocessing DDG(G) in O (∑i(|V (Gi)|+ |∂Gi|2) log |V (Gi)|)
time, an instance of the single-source shortest paths problem on DDG(G) can be solved in
O
(∑
i |∂Gi|
(
log2 |∂Gi|
log2 log |∂Gi| + log
 |∂Gi| log |∂G|
)
+ |P |
)
time.
Remark 5. Currently the most efficient known algorithm for computing DDG(Gi) given a
feasible price function φ0i [12] runs in O
(
(|V (Gi)|+ |∂Gi|2) log |V (Gi)|
)
time, which is asymp-
totically the same as the time needed for preprocessing in Theorem 3. Consequently, we neglect
the preprocessing time in Theorem 3 when discussing applications.
7 Implications
The implications of Theorem 3 are numerous. In this section we mention some planar graph
problems for which the best known algorithms compute single-source shortest paths in dense
distance graphs and such step constitutes the main bottleneck of their running times.
Multiple-Source Multiple-Sink Maximum Flow in Directed Planar Graphs In this
problem we are given a directed planar graph G = (V,E) with real edge capacities. Let n = |V |.
We are also given two subsets S, T ⊆ V , S ∩ T = ∅. The set S contains source vertices, while
T contains sink vertices. Our goal is to send as much flow from the vertices S to vertices
of T without violating edge capacity constraints and flow conservation on the vertices V \
S \ T . Although in general graphs this problem can be reduced to single-source single-sink
maximum flow by adding a super-source and a super-sink (connected with all sources and all
sinks, respectively), such a reduction does not work for planar graphs as it does not preserve
planarity. Note that the problem of computing maximum matching in a bipartite planar graph
can be reduced to a single-source single-sink maximum flow instance.
Borradaile et al. [4] found an O(n log3 n) algorithm for this problem. Their algorithm
recursively partitions G in a balanced way with cycle separators of size C = O(
√
n). The
results of recursive calls are combined using O(C) computations of single-source shortest paths
in a single-region dense distance graph with boundary size O(C) and O(C) additional edges.
The implementation they use runs in O(C log2C) time. If we replace it with the implementation
of Theorem 3, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 1. The multiple-source multiple-sink maximum flow and the maximum bipartite
matching in a planar graph can be computed in O
(
n log
3 n
log2 logn
)
time.
Single-Source All-Sinks Maximum Flow in Directed Planar Graphs In this problem
we are also given a directed planar graph G = (V,E) with real edge capacities and some s ∈ V .
Our goal is to compute the values of the maximum flow between s and all vertices t ∈ V \ {s}.
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Łącki et al. [14] gave an O(n log3 n)-time algorithm for this problem. The overall structure
of their algorithm is similar to this of Borradaile et al. [4] and the bottleneck on each level of
the recursive decomposition is to solve O(X) instances of a single-source shortest path problem
in a dense distance graph with a total boundary of O(X), where X = O(
√
n).
Corollary 2. The single-source all-sinks maximum flow in planar graphs can be solved in
O
(
n log
3 n
log2 logn
)
time.
Exact Distance Oracles for Directed Planar Graphs Mozes and Sommer [16] considered
the following problem. Given a planar digraph G = (V,E) with real edge lengths and space
allocation S ∈ [n log logn, n2], construct a data structure of size O(S) answering exact distance
queries in G as efficiently as possible. They proposed a data structure that can be constructed in
O
(
S log
3 n
log logn
)
time, and is capable of answering the distance queries in O
(
n√
S
log2 n log3/2 log n
)
time. At the heart of their query algorithm lies the basic version of FR-Dijkstra (without reduced
costs), and thus replacing it with our algorithm gives a faster query algorithm for S = O(n2−),
for any  > 0.
Corollary 3. Given a planar graph G and S ∈ [n log log n, n2−], one can construct a O(S)-
space exact distance oracle for G in O
(
S log
3 n
log logn
)
time. The oracle answers shortest path queries
O
(
n√
S
log2 n
log1/2 logn
)
time.
Fully-Dynamic Distance Oracles for Directed Planar Graphs In this problem we are
given a directed planar graph G with real edge lengths which undergoes edge insertions and
deletions. It is also guaranteed that edge insertions do not break the planarity of G. Italiano
et al. [10] showed a fully dynamic data structure limited to the case of non-negative edge
lengths. On the other hand, Kaplan et al. [11] showed a data structure processing updates
and answering queries in O(n2/3 log5/3 n) time in the case, when only edge-length updates are
allowed. Both data structures can be easily combined in order to allow both edge set updates
and negative lengths. Again, FR-Dijkstra on a dense distance graph induced by an r-division
can be identified as one of the bottlenecks of both query and update algorithms. The second
bottleneck is the computation of a dense distance graph of a piece using the data structure
of Klein [12] in O(r log r) time. The terms O
(
n√
r
log2 n
log2 logn
)
and O(r log n) can be balanced for
r = n2/3 log
2/3
log4/3 logn
.
Corollary 4. For a directed planar graph G, in O
(
n log
2
log logn
)
we can construct a data structure
supporting both edge updates (insertions and deletions) and distance queries in O
(
n2/3 log
5/3
log4/3 logn
)
amortized time.
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